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Interpretation

Everyone must select a language!

Click “interpretation” at the bottom of your Zoom window

Select the language that you would like to hear

Chacun doit choisir une langue ! 

Cliquez sur « interprétation » au bas de votre écran Zoom

Sélectionnez la langue de votre choix



Presentation Language

Select a screen to view the slides in English or French

At the top of the meeting 
window, click “View Options” 
to see the screens you can 
view. You can view the slides in 
either English or French. 
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The experience of USAID TerresEauVie (at the commune 
level)



PRESENTATION PLAN

The experience of TerresEauVie

How did we conduct this study?

The results and products of the studies

Lessons learned

Opportunities/ Conclusion



TerresEauVie: 
“Resilience in the Sahel Enhanced, phase 2” (RISE II) Project    
of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)

We strengthen the 
capacity of 

municipalities and 
communities to rely on
themselves by making 
social and ecological 

management systems 
resilient.

WATER EARTH RISK

SUPPLY

HOUSEHOLD AGRICULTURE

PLANNING

CHARTERACCESS

CLIMATE 
INFORMATION

EARLY ALERT

MITIGATE

Improvement of water 
safety.
 

  
Improved sustainable and 
productive use of land.
 

Better management of risks, 
disasters and stresses.

Start date: 
February 11, 2019

End date: 
February 28, 2025

Donor: USAID



Location of the 
11 communes  
where 
TerresEauVie 
has studied the 
underground 
water potential



How did we conduct these 
studies?

▪ Recruited a consulting firm for each 
phase (OGETAD, BERA)

▪ Set up a technical monitoring committee

▪ Involved commune technicians/ water 
focal points

▪ Involved stakeholders, notably the 
Ministry at the national and sub-national 
levels, in the technical monitoring 
committee, which met regularly

▪ Presented results of the studies to 
stakeholders and validated them



Example of 
the 

hydro-geolo
gical map of 

Manni 
Commune 

(2021)



Presence of heavy metals in the 
water

3 boreholes have an arsenic 
content higher than the WHO 
standard (10µg/l)

About 82% of the boreholes have a 
nickel content much higher than 
the standard

Presence of total coliforms in 52 
of  205 samples analyzed = a 25% 
rate of contamination

Main results and products



Site Village X Y

S1 Zougountenga 757 489 1 486 209

S2 Lamdoaga 749 183 1 488 756

S3 Boulwogdo 753 059 1 501 823

S4 Bouroum 755 606 1 506 474

S5 Adultery 761 586 1 492 853

S6 Barga - Mossi 746 304 1 510 350

S7 Foubando 752 062 1 518 212

S8 Ibangfo 762 029 1 512 565

S9 Belogo 762 915 1 523 085

S10 I blinked 754 277 1 536 373

S11 Oufaré 752 948 1 544 679

S12 Amara 755 938 1 547 890

Example of a proposal for a water quality monitoring network in Bouroum (2023)



Lessons learned

Inadequate skills (technical and equipment) in using 
certain tools and software (GIS) to use the data from 
the study. TerresEauVie has started to train municipal 
teams, but a larger training and equipment program is 
needed.

Lack of institutional memory in communes and regional 
and provincial directorates in charge of water: Local 
systems are needed so that knowledge is not lost.

Difficulty of mobilizing resources to implement the 
water resources management program (commune 
budget, partners), particularly for aquifer surveillance 
networks.

Municipal water and sanitation technicians are 
assets

The meetings of the technical monitoring committee 
allowed members to gradually review the studies 
and develop a sense of ownership of the results.

At the academic level, a student has already used the 
study results for his doctoral thesis at UKZ.

ViMPlus has already used the studies, especially the 
maps, to choose the best places to construct new 
water points and rehabilitate old ones.

CHALLENGES BEST PRACTICES



Opportunities & Conclusion
If you need data on one of the 11 communes 

covered by the studies, contact us to obtain 
the final results, data bases or maps!

Share the results of these studies with other 
interested stakeholders, who have already 
conducted this type of study or wish to do so

Efforts to share the study and develop buy-in: 
technical monitoring committee (composed 
of key stakeholders at the commune, 
regional and national levels), national 
workshop for sharing and validating (Phase I) 
results in September 2021, training of 
municipal stakeholders in mapping and 
managing data bases, etc.
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Thank you for your attention.

winrock.org
/winrockinternational

@WinrockIntl
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Abibata.Ouattara@winrock.org
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winrock_international



STUDY TO IDENTIFY FAVORABLE AQUIFER 
ZONES BY MULTI-CRITERIA ANALYSIS 

IN HARD-ROCK/ BASEMENT areaS

Ms. Fatimata KINI/SAWADOGO
Assistant of the Component 

“Knowledge of Water Resources” 1

Ministry of Environment, Water and 
Sanitation



Introduction and Objectives
               

2

Context:
• Crystalline basement covers nearly 82% of the 

country
• Difficult hydrogeological conditions
• Low rate of access to AEPs in rural areas 

compared to cities
• Need to increase the success rate and have 

high-flow works

Overall objective:

Identify areas favorable to constructing productive 
boreholes in the hard-rock areas of Burkina Faso

Consistency of the work:
• Mapping of potential aquifer zones in the crystalline 

basement by multi-criteria analysis

• Construction of boreholes at Q>5 m³/h in 50 target areas

• Finalization of the map of potential aquifer zones

Two approaches:

• Classic method

• Use of artificial intelligence



Hydrogeological potential: classic AMC
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Hydrogeological potential: AMC-IA 1
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Work in progress and prospects

• Continuing the AMC-IA by improving the quality of the data used and 
critical analysis of the criteria used in phase 1, and improvement of the 
criteria used

• Continuing work on constructing 50 productive boreholes
• Updating the aquifer potential map drawing on the results of the 

boreholes
• AMC through the use of artificial intelligence: Produce maps of potential 

aquifer areas at the national and sub-national levels (regions, provinces 
and possibly communes) and according to a range of flow rates.

5

5. Recommendations

Make better use of data on infrastructure works that mobilize groundwater
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KIND ATTENTION



Assessment of 
groundwater 
resources in the 
Communes of Dori, 
Falagountou and 
Gorom-Gorom



Assessment of Groundwater Resources in the 
Communes of Dori, Falagountou and Gorom-Gorom

Presentation outline

1- Context
2- Basic information and intervention strategy

3- Recommendations



Assessment of Groundwater Resources in the                                                                                 
Communes of Dori, Falagountou and Gorom-Gorom

Local governance AEP and HA Leadership and economic development 
for women and girls

Creation of       
inter-commune 

collaboration in the 
water sector

The context

Cowater is implementing the project entitled “Socio-Economic Fulfillment of Vulnerable People in Sahel” over 
the period 2023-2027. Funded by AMC, IAMGOLD, ONE DROP, ONEA and Gorom-Gorom Commune, the project 
is divided into three components which work in the sector of potable water supply (AEP).

DoriFalagountouGorom-Gorom

Define and implement an 
investment program

Develop an AEP Master Plan (horizon 2050)



     Assessment of Groundwater Resources in Dori, 
Falagountou and Gorom-Gorom

Scope
• Region: Sahel
• Communes: Dori, Falagountou et Gorom-Gorom
• Area: 6 440 km²
• Estimated population: 389,510 at the end of 2023
• Number of localities: 169

Dates 
• Phase 1 (studies): May - November 2023
• Drilling exploratory boreholes: July - September 2024

Involvement of Strategic Partners (see annex on acronyms)
• Municipal actors: PDS and commune technicians
• Decentralized Technical Services (of MEEA): AEL and DREA
• Central Technical Services: DGRE, DGIH, DGEP
• Key partner: ONEA
• A new player: The inter-commune entity dedicated to 

AEPS will be the repository of the AEP Master Plan and of 
all studies that have been conducted in the 3 communes

Organization of sharing and validation workshops
• Water resources assessment phase 1
• Water resources assessment phase 2 and AEP Master Plan
• Preliminary studies for the construction/extension of the 

Falangountou and Gorom-Gorom AEP systems

Basic information Strategy promoting stakeholder ownership

Challenges encountered
• Security context of the study area
• Distance of the study area from large urban centers



Thank you / Merci

Assessment of Groundwater Resources in Dori, Falagountou and Gorom-Gorom

(A) Map of potential groundwater resources generated by AHP;   
(B) Map of potential groundwater resources generated by AI

Some recommendations

Devote the time and resources necessary to conduct  
the study and guarantee its reliability:  collect, process 
and update data on existing boreholes;

Inform all interested parties that the study is being 
conducted and involve them, encouraging them to 
share the information they have,

Empower a MEEA agency (DGRE / AE) to disseminate,  
to make information available to future stake-holders 
in the most practical way possible. (The example of the 
DEIE with databases on boreholes, reports from the 
National AEP Program, etc.)



Thank you for your attention



PRESENTATION BY THE ACTEA-BURKINA 
NETWORK

Justin P. BAYILI, Facilitator of the ACTEA-Burkina Network



What is the network for? (Goals)

• Meet, discuss concrete issues

• Share information

• Make a set of resources (documentation) 
available to stakeholders

• Advise and support project 
initiators/leaders

• Enhance the value of and capitalize on 
current experiences

A network co-led by 
pS-Eau (a French 
multi-actor network 
committed to 
guaranteeing access to 
water & sanitation and 
sustainable 
management of water 
resources in developing 
nations) and ACDIL

To benefit from the support and activities offered by ACTEA 
does not require prior membership.



✔ Better assess the exploitable part of the water table through 
improved spatial coverage, taking into account the characteristics 
of the aquifer systems

✔ Take into account the groundwater recharge zones in the various 
hydrogeological studies in order to protect them

✔ Widely disseminate the results of hydrogeological studies to 
commune and regional authorities, DREAs and partners

✔ Establish thematic databases to overcome the difficulties of 
managing all information in a single database and develop tools to 
allow the different databases to communicate.

Recommendations from the water resources workshop 
organized by the ACTEA-BF Network in Ouagadougou 

on June 23-24, 2022 



✔ Better control the work of private laboratories by issuing 
approvals or certification for better monitoring of water 
quality, as is done for companies and consulting firms 
operating in the water sector.

✔ Strengthen collaboration between the ministries of water 
and agriculture, as more and more actors in the field of 
agriculture rely on groundwater resources for their 
activities.

✔ Divide the work on boreholes into 2 lots: the work by the 
enterprise and quality control by the contracting authority.

Recommendations from the workshop (continued)



 

Thank you for your attention



 

 

Hydrogeological characterization of certain cities 
with a strong presence of displaced persons 

in Burkina Faso

Thursday, May 23, 2024 



 

 General objective of the study:
To improve knowledge of hydrogeology in 4-8 centers strongly affected by the security crisis in 
order to increase the success rate of boreholes in a sustainable manner.

Study area selected by UNICEF/WASH Cluster: 
8 cities/towns with:
- notoriously difficult groundwater conditions
- an acute need to increase the success rate 

of boreholes



Phase 1: Multi-criteria analysis in GIS 
Phase 2: Field studies and geophysical studies



 

 

  

 

  Literature on multi-criteria analyses 
of crystalline rocks (12)

Literature on favorability 
criteria  (23)

1. Lithology
2. Proximity to 

lineaments
3. Proximity to 

drainage (rivers, 
streams)

4. Soil/soil use
5. Thickness of 

alteration

Criteria selected for the 
UNICEF/RVO study *

selected by 
the UNICEF/ 
RVO team

Favorability criteria for boreholes 



 

 ❖ Phase 2 in research areas

• Aerial photo studies and detailed inventory

• Field reconnaissance

• Geophysical studies

• Siting of boreholes





 

 

 

 

Popularization and impacts of (feedback on) the results: 
• Direct involvement of the Ministry of Water and Sanitation (and any affiliated entities) at the central and decentralized levels, UNICEF, 

Institutes and Universities, (private sector) enterprises and consulting firms and NGO members of the WASH Cluster in Burkina Faso

• Distribution Channel: workshops to validate the report; electronic; communications about national and regional cluster meetings

· Were you able to consult the report on the study and view the maps produced?
· Do the results of this study seem interesting/useful to you?
· How will you be able to use this study in your projects?
· Do you have any suggestions for us to improve the popularization of the study and its use by stakeholders?

Survey: APS, CARE, CICR, CRS, HELP, Intersos, IRC, LWR, MSF E, MSF F, MSF S, NCA, Plan, PUI, RRM, SCI, SOLIDEV, WHH, Winrock

❑ Use distribution channels that go beyond the WASH Cluster such as the MEA website

❑ Consider a local discussion in the cities concerned by the study, in addition to the national workshop, to present the final 

report to all stakeholders



 

 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HPwSwXnnHoI40VGlk1zJ5VNVy_WOcVod?usp=sharing

❑ Final report

❑ 8 hydrogeological maps of watersheds

❑ Annexes

http://link


Q&A













Disclaimer: This presentation was made possible by the generous support of the American people through the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID). The contents are the responsibility of the PRO-WASH 
and SCALE Award and do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United States Government.

Website:

www.fsnnetwork.org/prowashandscale 

Email:

prowashandscale@savechildren.org

Thank you! Merci!

http://www.fsnnetwork.org/prowashandscale
mailto:prowashandscale@savechildren.org
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